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The project of social ontology is built on the observation that social facts are not “brute” facts in
nature. The fact that Tufts is a university, that the Federal Reserve is raising interest rates, that the
word ‘Aristotle’ refers to Aristotle, and that Mario Batali is a restaurateur, are all the case—at least in
part—in virtue of various facts about people. Theories of social ontology identify, implicitly or
explicitly, some cohesive set of social facts or objects such as “institutional facts,” “semantic facts,”
“artifacts,” etc. For that set, they work to provide an account of the other facts in virtue of which
social facts are the case, or in virtue of which social objects exist. (Epstein 2013: 54)
In The Ant Trap, Epstein (2015) connects the questions of social ontology with contemporary metaphysical
work on grounding, leading to an insightful model of social reality informed by a strong understanding of
both the social sciences and metaphysics, and guided by a wide range of worked examples. This is
outstanding work. Epstein enriches social ontology and contemporary metaphysics together.
I agree with much of Epstein’s view, and in particular I endorse the broad outlines of his account of
how rules and moves can operate together to yield social facts. My main complaint is that he has mis-drawn
an arrow. Epstein holds a “grounding-anchoring” view on which social reality is built through two distinct
relations. I prefer a “grounding-only” view (what Epstein calls “conjunctivism”), on which grounding does all
the work. This might seem like a minor matter. But I think that only the grounding-only view can free social
ontology from obscure sui generis relations, and account for the counterfactual and explanatory roles of rules.
So overall I would say that Epstein and I are near allies, but our dispute matters.
1. Two Views of Social Reality
I begin by putting Epstein’s grounding-anchoring view and my preferred grounding-only alternative on the
table. As Epstein (2015: espec. ch. 6) suggests, social facts can be built through rules and moves operating
together. There are background social rules which determine what counts as what. Then there are foreground
social moves that get made within the structure of the social rules, and thereby yield specific social outcomes.
Thus consider the example (drawn from Searle 1995) of why a given piece of paper, Billy, has the
property of being money. One relevant consideration involves the rules in operation in the relevant locale.
There might have been a rule on which all and only seashells are money, or a rule on which all and only things
printed in my office are money. But instead there is a rule on which—simplifying a great deal—all and only
things printed by the Bureau of Printing and Engraving are money. That rule sets the background conditions
for what counts as money. Against this background, there are certain facts about Billy, in particular the fact
that he was printed by the Bureau of Printing and Engraving. That fact sits in the foreground to “make the
move” through which Billy comes out being money, given the background rules for what counts as money.
The question is how best to understand these rules-and-moves operations from a metaphysical
perspective.
1.1 The grounding-anchoring view
Epstein (2015: 84) offers a grounding-anchoring view, with the move-making facts in the foreground
generating some given social fact, and the rule-setting facts in the background framing the whole situation:
Grounding-anchoring model
Rule-setting facts

Social fact
Move-making facts
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The thin vertical arrow inside the box is the move-making arrow, understood as a grounding arrow, with
grounding understood (2015: 69) as tracing “not the causal reason… but the metaphysical reason” why a
given fact obtained. But the thick horizontal arrow outside the box is the rule-setting arrow, and it it said
(2015: 80) to represent “a different relation from grounding,” such that the rule-setting facts are “not part of
the facts that ground [social fact f]. Rather they set up the rules: the frame principles.” This is anchoring.
It is unclear to me what exactly Epstein thinks is anchored by his anchoring relation. In some of his
diagrams (2015: 80), including the one reproduced above, the anchoring arrow is to the entire boxed
grounding complex, so that what is anchored is the fact that the move-making facts ground the social fact. But in some
of his diagrams (2015: 84) the anchoring arrow is to a general background grounding principle, so that what
is anchored is the fact that facts of type G ground facts of type F (where the move-making facts are of type G and
the social fact is of type F). The grounding principle then needs to be connected to the particular grounding
relation in the box, e.g. the particular grounding involving Billy. But I leave this question to the side, since my
dispute with Epstein concerns whether there is any such distinctive anchoring relation at all.
My dispute with Epstein is over whether the rule-setting relation is really “a different relation from
grounding.” In a nutshell I am saying that the rule-setting facts are also part of “the metaphysical reason” for
the social fact, and hence that rule-setting is a form of grounding.
1.2 The Grounding-Only View
In place of Epstein’s Grounding-anchoring model, I prefer the following version of a grounding-only model:
Grounding-only model
Rule-setting facts
Move-making facts

Social fact

The thin arrows are both grounding arrows. There is no distinctive “anchoring” arrow leading into a box or
principle framing a box, but just another grounding arrow leading into the social fact. On Grounding-only model,
the rule-setting facts and the move-making facts are each partial grounds of the social fact. (It is also
intended, although not depicted in the model, that the rule-setting facts and the move-making facts together
form a full ground of the social fact). 1
For instance—supposing purely for the sake of definiteness that what sets the rules are collective
acceptances (Searle 1995; cf. Epstein 2015, espec. ch. 5)2—the fact that it is collectively accepted that all and
only things printed by the Bureau of Printing and Engraving are money is a partial ground of the fact that
Billy is money, and the fact that Billy is printed by the Bureau of Printing and Engraving is a partial ground
of the fact that Billy is money (and together they are a full ground for it):
Making money
Collective acceptance that all and only things printed
by the Bureau of Printing and Engraving are money
Billy is printed by the Bureau of Printing and Engraving

Billy is money

Terminology: The grounding-only view is a specific version of what Epstein (2015: 115) labels
“conjunctivism,” understood as the claim that “the grounds for a social fact include the anchors” so that
“every social fact has two different kinds of grounds.”
1

Alternatives to collective acceptances include patterns of coordinated behavior, as well as dictates of the
authorities. I suspect that each of these may be ways to set rules, but I take no stand on this here.
2
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It is important to understand that the grounding-only view does not deny that there is a distinction
between rule-setting and move-making (this matters when considering Epstein’s objections: §3), but just says
that rule-setting and move-making have something in common, namely that both count as grounding
relations. (Compare: one need not need deny that there is a distinction between baking and breaking in order to
say that both have something in common, namely that both count as causal relations.)
More precisely, I think that rule-setting and move-making are analogous to what Dretske (1988: 42)
calls “structuring” and “triggering.” The structuring causes set the background conditions that allow the
causal process to unfold, and the triggering causes then operate within these conditions. Structuring and
triggering are different, but they both count as cases of the more general relation of causation. One of
Dretske’s (1988: 44–45) many examples is that of a classically conditioned dog (whom I dub Dolly), who
drools when she hears the ringing of a bell. The conditioning creates a standing background state wired into
Dolly’s brain, and the ringing of the bell triggers her to drool given this standing background state:
Drooling Dolly
Dolly’s brain state
`

Ringing sound

Dolly drools

Just as Dolly’s brain state is a structuring cause of her drooling, I say that the collective acceptances are a
structuring ground of Billy’s being money (the printing at the Bureau is the associated triggering ground). So on
my view rule-setting and move-making differ as structuring differs from triggering, but both are still cases of
the more general relation of grounding.
1.3 Common ground
Before proceeding to the dispute it is worth clarifying what is not in dispute. First, Epstein limits his model to
relations among facts, because he takes grounding to be a relation that only relates facts (cf. Rosen 2010).3 But
—as Epstein (2015: 74–75) is well aware—there are other types of social entities, including social objects
(dollars), social properties (being money), and social events (making money). Epstein’s model as presented
cannot cover any of these other aspects of social reality. On my preferred view of grounding (Schaffer 2009),
grounding can relate not just facts but any entities whatsoever, in which case my preferred grounding-only
model can be smoothly extended to cover such entities as social objects, properties, and events. Whether
Epstein’s view can be so smoothly extended depends on whether “anchoring” can be smoothly extended too.
This might be some advantage for the grounding-only view, but for present purpose I keep the focus on
social facts to avoid this largely separate matter. It is common ground among both Epstein and myself that
grounding is a relation that can at least relate facts, so I focus here just on the fact-side of social reality.
Secondly, Epstein and I are both looking at models of metaphysical structure at a given time. Adding in
a temporal dimension would add in causal arrows that would allow, for instance, the social facts at a given
time to influence the rule-setting and/or move-making facts at a later time, and so allow for social feedback
loops and account for certain forms of social change.4 Both Grounding-anchoring model and Grounding-only model
are equally compatible with any manner of cross-temporal causal connections. (Though for those who think
that causation can only relate events, incorporating causal connections will first require extending the models
beyond the social facts into the social events.)
Thirdly, I am focusing on one of many of the examples Epstein discusses, namely that of how a presocial object (a piece of paper) gets imbued with a social property (being money) by satisfying a general rule
(being printed by the Bureau). Epstein (2015: 74) says that “all social facts” work through rules-and-moves in
An alternative view, found in Fine (2001) is that grounding is not a relation at all, but is best regimented as
an operator over sentences.
3
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My thanks to Ronald Sundstrom for discussion of these issues.
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the same way, but it is not obvious this is right. For instance, if two dictators point at a river and agree “let
this be the border between us,” then it seems that they have created a new social object (a border), without
detouring through a general rule for counting as a border.5 Or if the rule had been that all and only seashells
are money, then it seems that no further move-making facts are needed to make money—seashells are “readymade” currency. Why think that all of social reality is amenable to a single metaphysical model, always with a
splash of rule-setting and a dash of move-making?
Indeed, assuming that the rule-setting facts are themselves social facts (e.g., collective acceptances),
then both Grounding-anchoring model and Grounding-only model are in danger of generating an infinite backwards
regression, unless the rule-setting facts can be grounded in some other way. To illustrate the backward regress
for Grounding-only model:
Grounding-only model, backwards regress
…
…

Also social facts!
Rule-setting facts*
Move-making facts*

Also social facts!
Rule-setting facts
Move-making facts

Social fact

(Slight complication: The original model applies to a singular social fact, but the re-application applies to a
plurality of social facts. But presumably the plurality of social facts is in turn grounded in individual social
facts. Or if not then the original model needs to be extended to pluralities of social facts.)
So I think that an adequate treatment of social reality may need to include a wider range of models,
including separable (grounding-only!) models of rule-setting and move-making, as well as rules for
agglomerating these models in hybrid cases such as the case of making money. Perhaps still other models are
needed as well. By my lights Epstein and I are debating how best to model certain specific composite rule-move
aspects of social reality, as seen in cases like Making Money. But in order to remain neutral on all of these
matters, I simply focus on modeling Making Money, leaving open how representative of a case it is. For
Epstein and I disagree about how to model this case.
Fourthly, as mentioned above, I endorse Epstein’s insight that at least some social facts are generated
through mixtures of rule-setting and move-making. All that is in dispute here is how to model these
operations metaphysically. But I should add that Epstein’s insight helps me to enrich my own ideas about
social construction (Schaffer forthcoming-b; cf. Griffith forthcoming). I had said that social construction is a case
of grounding, but left a “distinctive” placeholder, because not everything that is grounded in social patterns is
socially constructed. (The social patterns ground not only the socially constructed facts, but also facts about
sets such as the fact that there is a set of social patterns, and existential facts such as the fact that there exist
social patterns, inter alia.) I hereby adopt Epstein’s view of the rules-and-moves structure of at least this
corner of social reality, and now say that at least one way to be socially constructed is to be grounded via
mixtures of rules-and-moves operations from social patterns.6 This is one of many ways in which I find Epstein’s
work enriching.

5

I thank Asya Passinsky for this point.

This is a two-fold revision for me: I am moving the “distinctive” placeholder from the social patterns to the
way of grounding, and then following Epstein in thinking that the distinctive way in which social facts are
grounded is via mixtures of rules-and-moves operations.
6
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2. Three Arguments for the Grounding-Only View
2.1 Anchoring as a sui generis social notion
I offer three arguments for preferring the grounding-only view to the grounding-anchoring view, the first of
which is that only the grounding-only view frees social ontology from sui generis relations. Social reality is not
magical, nor is it plausible to think that there are sui generis metaphysical relations triggered only in the social
realm. Part of the core task of social ontology, as Epstein himself (2015: 17) usefully clarifies, is to assimilate
the individual-social relationship to a general picture of “interlevel metaphysics.”
Bringing in grounding has the potential to constitute progress insofar as grounding is a general
metaphysical relation integrated into a general account of how reality is structured. The grounding-only view
sustains this progress by bringing in nothing else. But the grounding-anchoring view undoes this progress by
distinguishing a relation of anchoring, which is a sui generis relation known only to social ontology.
By way of comparison, consider the debate over the metaphysics of social construction. Mallon
(2013: §1.3) rightly complains that social construction remains obscure. But imagine Sam the social
constructionist saying, “I posit grounding but also a distinct metaphysical relation of social construction. I posit
that social patterns stand in the social construction relation to race, gender, sexuality, and other socially
constructed matters.” Whatever else Sam may or may not have done, he has failed to integrate social
construction into a general account of how reality is structured, and so his metaphysics of social construction
remains in this respect obscure. I am saying that the grounding-anchoring view is equally obscure.7
As a second comparison, consider the “Hegelian” dualist who trades in her “Spirit of Society” for a
novel relation of “spiritualization” found only in the social realm. She retains a dualism, now not at the level
of an irreducible notion of society, but at the level of an irreducible relation of spiritualization. I am saying
that anchoring is just as objectionable as spiritualization, from the perspective of integrating social reality into
a general metaphysics.8
I pause to clarify what I am not saying. I am not saying that the posit of grounding is free of any
obscurities. That is a matter of dispute. 9 But in any case the matter is irrelevant to the present dispute, since
the grounding-anchoring view and the grounding-only view both invoke grounding and so are tied with
respect to any obscurities this involves. I am saying that the addition of anchoring adds on a specific sort of
obscurity, namely the invocation of a sui generis relation known only to social ontology.
I am also not complaining that the anchoring relation is underdeveloped. It is true that there are far
better developed formalisms for understanding grounding (cf. Fine 2012, Schaffer 2016) than for anchoring,
but in principle it is open to the friend of the grounding-anchoring view to develop a fuller formalism, and I
grant her the opportunity. Nor am I making a parsimony complaint. It is true that the grounding-anchoring
view is less parsimonious, but the friend of the grounding-anchoring view can reply that the multiplication of

In Schaffer (forthcoming-b) I argue that treating social construction as a form of grounding avoids “treating
social construction as magic, or as some sui generis relationship known only to social ontology,” but instead
successfully “integrates social construction into a systematic account of how reality is structured.” I am here
adding that the grounding-anchoring view would undo these advances.
7

Epstein (2015: 17–18) recommends ontological individualism to ward off spirits, just as materialist
conceptions of the mind ward off Cartesian dualism. But of course no materialist about the mind would say
that minds get made by physical stuff through grounding plus a distinct sui generis soul-making relation. I am
saying that the grounding-anchoring view equally involves a spooky dualism at the level of relations.
8

For instance, Hofweber (2009: 268) calls grounding “esoteric.” I reply in Schaffer (2016: 92) by pointing out
that first-year undergraduates readily understand the Euthyphro dilemma, and that it is readily understood that
the chemical depends on the physical.
9
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relations is needed. My point is not that the grounding-anchoring view multiplies relations but that it includes
an especially problematic one. (I would equally object to a more parsimonious anchoring-only view.)
I am saying that anchoring is sui generis, and in effect my preferred view is to assimilate “anchoring”
under the genus of grounding, by thinking of anchors as structuring grounds. This fits the general picture of
“interlevel metaphysics” as concerning grounding structure.
It is open to Epstein to extend the grounding-anchoring model beyond social reality, to a general
two-relations view of how reality is structured overall. Perhaps in the end this would yield an improved vision
of inter-level metaphysics generally. That would be welcomed. But barring such a development, I cannot but
regard the invocation of “anchoring” as involving just the sort of sui generis obscurity in social ontology that
cries out for assimilation to a more general pattern.
2.2 The counterfactual signature of grounding
My second and third arguments for preferring the grounding-only view stem from the inferential role of
grounding, and from seeing that rule-setting does as grounding does, and in particular displays the signature
of grounding in connection to counterfactuals as well as to explanation. So with respect to counterfactuals, I say
that the rule-setting facts pass the counterfactual dependence test (at a single time) for being grounds, and
also evince the pattern of counterfactual variation (at a single time) that is diagnostic of grounding relations.
As far as counterfactual dependence, if there were no rule-setting facts, then the relevant social fact would no
longer obtain. For instance, if it were not collectively accepted that anything is money, then Billy would no
longer be money. As far as counterfactual variation, if the rule-setting facts were varied, then the relevant
social fact would vary. For instance, if the collective acceptances were varied so that bills of Billy’s sort were
counted as varying amounts of money (e.g. not $1 but $3, or $20), then Billy would vary in amount of money
(from $1 to $3, or $20). So Billy’s being money, and the amount of money that Billy is, are counterfactually
controlled by the existence and content of the collective acceptances at the time. Wiggle whether and how the
collective acceptances exist at the time, and one can thereby wiggle whether and how Billy is money.
Epstein considers the counterfactual dependence portion of this second argument (2015: 118–20),
allows (2015: 117) that it “seems like a slam-dunk argument,” but replies that the counterfactual antecedent is
ambiguous.10 On one reading of “If there were no rule-setting facts…” there is no social kind money
remaining, and the counterfactual is true. But Epstein says that there is a second reading on which we
suppose no change in US law but merely a change in where Billy is, viz. we imagine Billy shipped off to a
desert island with no laws on their lawbooks. On this second reading the counterfactual is false (Billy is still
money, just out of circulation). And Epstein (2015: 120) says that his account of anchoring, coupled with a
revised account of counterfactuals sensitive to anchoring, predicts both the true and the false readings, so
that in the end “the counterfactual is not evidence one way or another. It is compatible with both views, and
cannot be used to decide between them.”
I have a hard time hearing Epstein’s second reading of the counterfactual, but at any rate I agree that
the counterfactual is context-dependent in semantic value. This is not at issue. Epstein acknowledges that the
counterfactual is true on the intended reading (the first reading above), and that is all that is needed.
Also I have a hard time assessing Epstein’s claim that his account of anchoring, coupled with a
revised account of counterfactuals sensitive to anchoring, predicts both the true and the false readings. I
think that his revised account of counterfactuals needs more development before that can be established. But
I propose to grant arguendo that this holds. So this is not at issue either.
What is at issue is Epstein’s claim that, because the counterfactual is “compatible with both views,” it
is therefore “not evidence one way or another.” For that is a false epistemic principle. Evidence may be
Epstein (2015: 119) changes the example to one he labels “cleaner” involving being a senior citizen. In the
main text I continue with the money example for continuity. Nothing should turn on this.
10
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compatible with two views but still favor one, and in particular may favor the one that better explains the
evidence.11 And that is precisely the point of the argument: the better explanation for the truth of the
counterfactual, on the intended reading, is that it holds because rule-setting is a case of grounding.
Three comparisons may be helpful. So first, imagine that there have been two robberies. Ann the
detective suspects that both robberies were committed by the same thief, while Ben suspects that each
robbery was committed by a different thief. The same fingerprints are then found at both crime scenes.
Clearly this evidence favors Ann’s view more than Ben’s, even though Ben’s view is compatible with the
evidence too (for instance, it could be that both thieves just happen to have matching fingerprints). This
illustrates how a finding that is compatible with two views can nevertheless comparatively favor the view that
better explains it (Ann’s) over the view that offers the worse explanation (Ben’s).
Moving closer to the present case, imagine that Ann says that baking and breaking are both causal,
but Ben says that baking is a sui generis non-causal relation. The same counterfactual patterns are then agreed
to hold for both baking and breaking and other causal relations. Clearly this evidence favors Ann’s view over
Ben’s, even though Ben’s view is compatible with the evidence too. For instance, it could be that both baking
and causal relations have the same counterfactual fingerprint. (How else would one argue that baking is a
causal relation, save by showing that baking does as causation does?)
Or imagine that Ann says that structuring causes are causal, but Ben says that structuring is a sui
generis non-causal relation. The same counterfactual patterns are then agreed to hold for both structuring and
causal relations. As before, this evidence favors Ann’s view over Ben’s, even though Ben’s view is compatible
with the evidence. And I am making the very same argument for rule-setting (/structuring grounds) being a
form of grounding as Ann is being imagined to make for structuring causes being causal.
2.3 The explanatory signature of grounding
My third argument for preferring the grounding-only view continues to look to the inferential role of
grounding, but this time with an eye to explanation. For surely the rule-setting facts help to explain the social
facts. After all, Billy is money partly because of the collective acceptances, the collective acceptances provide
part of the reason why Billy is money, and help support it been the case that Billy is money. Someone who knew
that Billy was printed by the Bureau of Printing and Engraving but did not know about the collective
acceptances might wonder why Billy counts as money; her wonderment could then be dispelled by teaching her
about the collective acceptances.
But grounding just is the relation posited to back metaphysical explanation. As Audi (2012: 104)
clarifies: “The reason we must countenance grounding is that it is indispensable to certain important
explanations.” Indeed Epstein himself (2015: 69-70) introduces grounding as the “‘metaphysical reasons’
relation.”12 So the fact that the rule-setting facts are explanatory (in a constitutive rather than causal way)
provides strong diagnostic evidence that they are partial grounds. Rule-setting facts do as grounding facts do
with respect to backing explanation.

From a Bayesian perspective, this will trace to a rationality constraint on priors, namely that they “bake in”
a preference for more explanatory hypotheses.
11

Epstein (2015: 82) acknowledges that anchoring and grounding are both “‘metaphysical reason’ relations”
but says that the anchor serves to provide “the metaphysical reason that the frame principle is the case.” But
my point is that the anchor also serves to explain the social fact itself. It can do both. Similarly a structuring
cause such as Dolly’s brain connections can both explain why Dolly salivated and explain why the ringing of
the bell caused Dolly to salivate. It is the explanatory connection to the social fact (/effect) that reveals why
the rule-setting facts (/structuring cause) deserves to count as a case of grounding (/causation). The holding
of other explanatory connections does not undo this.
12
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Epstein (2015: 82) does acknowledge that anchoring and grounding are both “‘metaphysical reasons’
relations” but says that the anchor serves to provide “the metaphysical reason that the frame principle is the
case.” I agree, but my point is that the anchor also serves to explain the social fact itself. It can do both.
Similarly a structuring cause such as Dolly’s brain connections can both explain why Dolly salivated and
explain why the ringing of the bell caused Dolly to salivate. It is the explanatory connection to the social fact
(/effect) that reveals why the rule-setting facts (/structuring cause) deserves to count as a case of grounding
(/causation). The holding of other explanatory connections does not undo this.
Similar things can be said about why baking and structuring causes count as causal. The baking facts
help to explain why there is a cake, and the facts about Dolly’s brain connections help to explain why she
salivated (inter alia). This is part of what makes it plausible to say that baking and structuring causation are
causal relations. Likewise, similar things can be said about social construction counting as a grounding
relation. The social patterns help to explain why there are gender roles (inter alia), and this reveals how social
construction does as grounding does (cf. Schaffer forthcoming-b).
These second and third arguments point to an underlying tension I see lurking in the groundinganchoring view, for making use of grounding yet not counting rule-setting as a case of grounding. In making
use of grounding, the grounding-anchoring view is committed to grounding having real unity (pace Wilson
2014). But the best way to show that grounding (or causation, or any general notion of interest) has real unity
is to show that it has a unified inferential role (Schaffer forthcoming-a). Given that the unified conceptual role
includes the connections to counterfactuals and explanation just mooted, I say that the very same inferential role
considerations that unify grounding equally show that rule-setting is a case of grounding. Or at least I wonder how Epstein
would account for the real unity of grounding in a way that manages to exclude anchoring.
It is open to Epstein to revise the theories of counterfactuals and of explanation so that anchoring
can account for counterfactual dependence and variation, and can back explanation. But this is already
worrisome. The theories of counterfactuals and explanation each have a life of their own, and are not to be
tinkered with lightly. It is also open to Epstein to outfit anchoring with an inferential role that mimics that of
grounding with respect to counterfactuals and explanation but differs from it elsewhere. Finding some
inferential role differences would help. But for now I must conclude that rule-setting waddles, paddles, and
quacks like a case of grounding.
Putting this together: only the grounding-only view can free social ontology from sui generis relations,
and account for the counterfactual and explanatory import of “anchoring.”
3. Objections Considered
Epstein (2015: 115) says that the grounding-anchoring view represents “a sharp break from the prevailing
orthodoxy,” and so proposes to “confront the dominant view” on which anchors “are just another kind of
ground.” He acknowledges the appeal of the counterfactual dependence test for the grounding-only view
(§2), but offers three arguments for preferring the grounding-anchoring view, which I conclude by discussing.
3.1 Intuitions of difference
The first argument which Epstein offers (albeit in passing) is just that he (2015: 115) regards the distinction
between grounding and anchoring as “natural” and claims (2015: 82) to have presented “an intuitive case for
this.” I agree with Epstein that there is an intuitive distinction between the structuring arrow involving the
rule-setting facts and the triggering arrow involving the move-making facts. But—as mentioned in §1.2—the
grounding-only view does not deny that there is a distinction between rule-setting and move-making. It
merely says that they have something in common, namely that both count as grounding relations. Indeed by
my lights the rule-setting facts function as structuring grounds of the social fact while the move-making facts
function as triggering grounds. And that is enough to account for the intuition that they differ.
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Everyone should agree that rule-setting and move making have commonalities (for instance, both are
relations). And everyone should agree that there are differences (for instance, one is structuring and one is
triggering). That is common ground. It does not settle the question of whether both are grounding relations.
Likewise everyone should agree that baking and breaking have both commonalities and differences
(just ask a baker!), and everyone should agree that structuring causes and triggering causes have both
commonalities and differences. None of that settles the question of whether baking and breaking are both
causal relations, or whether structuring causes and triggering causes are both causal. (By my lights that is to be
settled by seeing the common counterfactual, explanatory, and general inferential signature of causation:
§§2.2–2.3). I am saying the same thing about rule-setting and move-making.
It is important to understand that the grounding-only view does not deny that there is a distinction
between rule-setting and move-making, because not only does this undermine Epstein’s deepest felt pull
towards the grounding-anchoring view, but it also undermines his two objections to the grounding-only view.
It is also important to separate the question of whether the rule-setting facts ground the social fact,
from the question of whether the rule-setting facts ground the more complex grounding fact, namely the fact
that the move-making facts ground the social fact. That more complex grounding fact is just another fact, and it is
one of the infinitely many facts not represented in Grounding-only model. The question of whether the rulesetting facts ground the social fact is strictly independent from the question of whether the rule-setting facts
ground the more complex grounding fact as well. (I am inclined to a tentative yes on this second question, but
it is not at issue.)
Separating these questions is important because there seems to be a standing confusion in the
literature—infecting Dretske’s discussion of structuring causes and Epstein’s discussion of anchoring equally
—to say that causal/metaphysical dependence holds between the structuring cause/anchor and the more
complex grounding fact, and then to leap to the conclusion that causal/metaphysical dependence does not
hold between the structuring cause/anchor to the effect/social fact. It can be both.13
3.2 Vindicating individualism
Beyond the level of intuitions, Epstein offers two arguments against the grounding-only view, of which I take
the second first. So Epstein (2015: 125–26) argues that the grounding-only view cannot vindicate the
individualist intuition that social facts are in some sense nothing over and above a plurality of individual
psychological facts. The argument is that the friend of the grounding-anchoring view has the special option
of a split treatment which is individualist about rule-setting but not about move-making, while the friend of the
grounding-only view loses the option of a split treatment by collapsing both rule-setting and move-making
into grounding relations. This split treatment is then said to be especially plausible, since (i) it vindicates
individualistic intuitions (the collective acceptances ground out in the individualist facts), but (ii) it doesn’t fall
prey to Epstein’s (to my mind decisive) objections to individualism for the move-making grounds, which is
that they may involve external environmental things (e.g., printing presses) which are distinct from any
individual psychological state.
I agree with Epstein that the split treatment is especially plausible (and I credit him with significantly
clarifying the issues surrounding individualism so as to make this apparent). But I disagree that the friend of
the grounding-only view loses the option of a split treatment. The option of a split treatment remains so long
as rule-setting can be distinguished from move-making, and is not lost merely by adding that the two have
something in common (e.g. that both are grounding arrows). So the friend of the grounding-only view can
adopt the split treatment by saying that the truth of individualism is that the rule-setting facts (e.g., the collective
acceptances) ground out in individualistic facts. So in the very same way that the friend of the grounding-only
view can uphold intuitions that rule-setting differs from move-making, she can uphold a split theoretical
treatment that upholds individualism for rule-setting but not for move-making.
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Compare: the theory of baking can appeal to special principles for baking that do not apply to
breaking, just so long as baking can be distinguished from breaking; one need not deny that both baking and
breaking are causative to hold a split treatment of the principles of baking and breaking.
3.3 Stating the rules
Moving back to Epstein’s first argument for preferring the grounding-anchoring view, the argument has it that
the friend of the grounding-only view faces a hard problem concerning the precise statement of the rules
(e.g. the content of the collective acceptances). Epstein considers two options. The first option (2015: 117,
fig. 9A) has the rule as: “If x is a bill issued by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, that grounds the fact
that x is a dollar.” He objects that the occurrence of ‘grounds’ in the rule needs to be interpreted as meaning
fully grounds, but the grounding-only model so understood depicts the rule as merely a partial ground, so
contradicting the very rule it would invoke. The second option (2015: 121, fig. 9B) has the rule being the
collective acceptance itself: “People in the U.S. collectively accept that if x is a bill issued by the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing, that grounds the fact that x is a dollar.” Epstein offers a related objection, namely
that the occurrence of ‘grounds’ in what is collectively accepted needs to be interpreted as meaning fully
grounds, but the grounding-only model so understood depicts the rule as merely a partial ground, so rendering
the content of what is collectively accepted false.
I do not agree that the occurrence of ‘grounds’ in either of the options Epstein considers needs to
be interpreted as meaning fully grounds. He (2015: 121–23) thinks that if it meant partially grounds, then in
order to correctly accept the correct full grounding conditions for facts such as that Billy is a dollar, we’d need
to accept more (and then he generates a problematic regress for what that more might be). But I say that it
means partial grounds. What we collectively accept could not be the full grounding conditions for facts such
as that Billy is a dollar, simply because we need not collectively accept anything about Billy.14 Rather what we
collectively accept are merely the full structuring grounds for such facts, which are partial grounds because they
omit the triggering grounds. And that is exactly as my version of the grounding-only view has it.
Of course, if the grounding-only view could not distinguish rule-setting from move-making, then it
could not say in what respect the collective acceptances are full. But because the friend of the grounding-only
view can draw distinctions between sorts of grounding relations, including between structuring and triggering
grounds, she can thereby say in what respect the collective acceptances are full: they comprise the full
structuring grounds. So in this way Epstein’s first argument also seems to presuppose (falsely) that the
grounding-only view cannot draw any distinctions between rule-setting and move-making.
That said, I have a second and independent reply to Epstein’s first argument, which is that not only
can the occurrence of ‘grounds’ in the options he considers be interpreted as meaning full structuring (and so
partial) grounds, but actually I do not see why ‘ground’ needs to occur at all in the content of the rules.
Indeed Epstein (2015: 115–16) introduces conjunctivism—drawing on Searle (1995: 28)—as holding the
schematic view that ‘z is Y’ is grounded in ‘z is X’ and ‘we collectively accept that Xs count as Ys in context
C.’ For Searle the rule just uses ‘count as,’ so why does Epstein import ‘grounds’ at all? And on my preferred
rendering (§2)—adopting just for the sake of definiteness that collective acceptance is the relevant anchoring
—even ‘counts as’ is dropped and the rule is simply:
Simple rule All and only things printed by the Bureau of Printing and Engraving are money
This is unfortunately obscured in Epstein’s presentation. Even though Epstein officially takes grounding to
only relate facts, when he states the objection he (2015: 122) speaks of the grounds for “x being a dollar,”
which is not a fact but a fact-schema. Once one fills in a value for x to reach the facts at issue, e.g. the fact
that Billy is a dollar, it should be obvious that there need not be any collective acceptance of anything
pertaining to Billy. Billy can still be a dollar even if he fell straight off the printing press into a crack on the
floor and no one has ever been acquainted with him or had any attitude directed towards him, or even if he
vanished into the vault of the first person to acquire him, etc.
14
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Since Simple rule does not use ‘grounds’ at all, Epstein’s objections do not arise.15
Compare: When Dolly is conditioned to salivate on hearing a bell ring, we might state the content of
the rule she is conditioned to behave by in causal terms, namely: A conditioned dog behaves by the rule that a
bell ring causes drooling. (Would ‘cause’ here need to mean fully cause? Would an analogue of Epstein’s first
argument trouble this formulation?) But the structuring cause can be stated in simpler terms as: ‘A
conditioned dog behaves by the rule that a bell ring counts as a sign of food’ or even ‘A conditioned dog
behaves by the rule that a bell ring is a sign of food.’ The structuring cause is causal because of the role it
plays with respect to the effect (the drooling), not because the word ‘cause’ happens to occur inside the rule.
Indeed Simple rule strikes me as more plausible than Epstein’s ‘ground’-including alternatives, since it
is less intellectually demanding. Assuming that the rules need to be the contents of some sort of public
attitudes (e.g. collective acceptance), Epstein’s options would require that we hold public attitudes towards
grounding claims, while Simple rule only requires a public attitude towards a property claim.
Putting this together: I think that Epstein has offered strong objections to the idea that there is no
difference whatsoever between rule-setting and move-making, but that he is wrong to think that this idea is a
consequence of the grounding-only view.
Despite our disagreement over the best metaphysical model of how rules-and-moves operations
generate social facts, Epstein and I remain near allies. We agree that grounding can shed light on social reality,
and we agree that social reality can have the rules-and-moves structure he so clearly articulates. Indeed it is
open to Epstein to accept the grounding-only view while retaining virtually all of his other insights.16
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